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Let pi = 2, p2 = 2>, p3, • • • , pn, • • ■ denote the sequence of primes.

P. Erdös and P. Turän proved recently,1 among a series of similar

results, that the sequence log pn is neither convex nor concave from

some large n onwards, that is, that the sequence

i
Pn+lpn-1 — P%

changes its sign an infinite number of times. The aim of the present

paper is to prove an improvement of this theorem. It shall be proved

that the total curvature of the polygonal line having the vertices

w+ilog£„ (« = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) in the complex z-plane is infinite. This

implies that pn+ipn-i — Pn changes its sign an infinite number of times,

but our result also contains some quantitative information regarding

the oscillations of the sequence pn+\ppn-\—p\.

The total curvature G of a finite polygonal line situated in the

complex z-plane may be defined as follows:

Zjfc+1 — z*
arg -

Z* — Zk~\

where ft, Zt, • • • , z„ denote the complex numbers corresponding to

the vertices of the polygonal line in the complex z-plane. The total

curvature of an infinite polygonal line is defined as the limit of the

total curvature of its segments, provided this limit exists, and as °°

in case the total curvature of its segments tends to infinity. It is

easy to see that if the polygonal line LI having the vertices ra+t • log pn

were convex or concave from some point onwards, its total curvature

would be finite. It will be shown that this is not so, as we shall prove

the following theorem.

Theorem. The total curvature, as defined by (1), of the polygonal line

Hat having the vertices z„ = «+«'• log p„ (pn^N) exceeds c log log log TV,

where c is a positive constant.

Let 7r(n) denote the number of primes not exceeding n. For proving

our theorem, we shall need only the following propositions of the

prime number theory:
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1 P. Erdös and P. Turän, On some new Questions on the distribution of prime num-

bers, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 54 (1948) pp. 371-378.
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t(w)
log »

II. log (lJp)
\ p£n /

hm-= 1,

I and II are different forms of the prime number theorem, III is a

consequence of the prime number theorem, and IV follows from the

de La Vallee Poussin estimation of the remainder term of the prime

number formula. (In fact by a slight modification of the argument

we could dispense with the prime number theorem and use only more

elementary results.)

Let Gs denote the total curvature of ttn- We have

(2) GN = £
Pn+l^lf

arctan log       — arctan log
Pn Pn-l

In what follows C\, Cs, • • • denote positive constants. Using III and

the identity tan (a — ß) = (tan a —tan /3)/(l + tan a tan ß), we obtain

from (2)

(3) Gn = ci- £ log
Pn+Vpn-1

PI

Now we need the following lemma.

Lemma A.

A  (Pn+l - Pn)(pn ~ pn-l)
2_, -;- < 00..2
n-1 fn

Proof. According to IV, we have

(Pn+l - pn)(pn ~ pn-l)

(4)
N£p,<2N Pi

max I -
N£Pn<2N\

( Pn+l ~ P Ci

(Pn ~ Pn-l) <
/ N£pn<2N log2 N

, we obtainPutting TV = 2* in (4) and summing for k = l, 2, 3,

Lemma A.

When we apply Lemma A and the identity

m Pn+l'Pn-l _ Pn+l — 2j>» + pn-l       (j>n+l ~ Pn)(pn ~ Pn-l)

it follows easily that
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/-   «*     "' V"  ' I       1 ~ 2^B + 1(6) = c»   2^-c4.

Now we prove the following lemma.

Lemma B. If each of

(7) a, a + D, a + 2D, ■ ■ ■ , a + k-D

is a prime, we have

(8) D = exp (csk).

Proof. First we have k<a, for if not, a+a£>, which is composite,

would be contained in the sequence (7). Further if p is a prime,

p-—k,p must be a divisor of D, for if not, the numbers a, a+D,

a+2D, • • • , a+(p — 1) D would be all incongruent mod p, and thus

one of them would be divisible by p, and not equal to p owing to

p-—k<a. Thus D is divisible by p, and when we apply II, Lemma B

follows.

To prove our theorem we need one more lemma. For the sake of

brevity let us put

(9) A* = pk+1 - 2ph +

Let us divide the sequence of primes pk+i = n into blocks (p,r, prr+u

p,^2, • • • , characterized   by  A,r?*0,   A^^O   for  v = l,

2, • • ■ , kr. The number of these blocks shall be denoted by X(n),

that is, we put

(10) X(»)=Z; I-

We shall prove the following lemma.

Lemma C.

X(») ^-
log «• log log n

Proof. According to Lemma B we have

X(»)

(11) £ kr-exp (ctkT) £  2~2 ~ Ph) = n.

On the other hand

(12) X) (*r +1) = T{n) - 1
r-l
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If X(»)>x(«)/2, our lemma is proved. Thus we may suppose X(«)

<ir(w)/2. In this case it follows from (12) and I that

(13)

X(n) c-i-n

log n

Applying the inequality of the arithmetic and geometric means as

well as the inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz, we obtain, using (11) and

(13), that

X(n) /X(n) \

n = £ kr exp (cskr) = f 2~2 kr) exp
r=l \ r-1 /

(14)

c6
r-1

X(n)

£*,
r-1

C7»
^-exp

log «

X(»)

cs£ ^r
r-1

X(«)

It follows that

(15) log log n ^ log c7 4- ——->
X(») log «

which proves Lemma C.

Now the proof of our theorem can be easily completed. Using (6)

and with respect to A,r^0 we have evidently

XW) i

Gn ^ Cj£-Ci.
r-1 P>t

«  X(«) - X(» - 1) A XQ»)
GN ^ cz 2_,-ct = ct 2-1 ——; ~ ~ c*

(16)

Hence by (10)

(17)
i «(« 4- 1)

1

„_i « log » log log n

which proves our theorem.

It may be mentioned that the question whether there exist blocks

of primes (p,r, p.^u • • • t £»,+*,) Wlth A,r+F = 0, v = l, 2, • • • , kr, of

any length k„ and even the question whether there exist an infinity of

indices k for which At = 0 are unsolved.
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